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Abstract Among the many documents released one way or another during the early 
1990s, there are two that open the window into the perception of samizdat by the top 
Soviet authorities. The first of them was signed by Yuri Andropov, then the head of 
the KGB, in the last days of December 1970. It was a memo addressed to the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union reporting on the status of 
samizdat in the country and suggesting some practical steps that would diminish 
the spread and impact of uncontrolled publications in the USSR. The second docu-
ment, dated in the last days of April 1971, was compiled in response to Andropov’s 
memo. It was a statement by the Central Committee regarding samizdat. The Cen-
tral Committee document for the most part accepted the KGB recommendations 
but took a broader view of the samizdat phenomenon and for the first time offered 
a definition of samizdat, which was missing in the KGB memo. The differences 
between the two documents allow a glimpse of their respective institutional thinking 
about samizdat. Andropov’s document implied that the samizdat phenomenon was 
so widespread that the repressive apparatus could not cope with it in the framework 
of its current charter. In response, the Central Committee document expanded the 
responsibility of the party apparatus with respect to suppression of uncontrolled 
publications.

The two documents (appendixes A and B) are dated to the last days of 
1970 and April 1971, respectively. Both are now available thanks to the 
Internet.� The first of the two was generated in the KGB and was signed by 

1. Both documents are part of the Vladimir Bukovsky Soviet Archive (psi.ece.jhu.edu/
~kaplan/IRUSS/BUK/GBARC/buk.html). For an English translation of the first docu-
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Yuri Andropov on December 21, 1970. It deals analytically with samizdat 
and is addressed to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU). According to established procedures,� the draft of 
this document was presumably authored by the officials of the recently 
created Fifth Main Directorate inside the KGB. The Fifth Directorate had 
the brief to deal with any sort of ideological dissent, so the samizdat phe-
nomenon fell exactly within its jurisdiction. The Fifth Directorate having 
presumably initiated this document, it was later presumably edited by the 
Secretariat of the KGB. The text we have comes from the Internet, thanks 
to Vladimir Bukovsky, who scanned it in 1992.
 The person who signed this document had been the chair of the KGB 
and a nonvoting member of the politburo since 1967. Later, in 1973, Andro-
pov became a full member of the politburo. In 1982 he left the KGB and 
moved to Mikhail Suslov’s position as secretary of the Central Commit-
tee in charge of ideology. In 1983 he became the general secretary of the 
CPSU. The document before us is one small dot on Andropov’s road to the 
absolute leadership of the Soviet Union.
 In terms of data and information, Andropov’s memo of December 21, 
1970, could be summarized in the following way.
 1. The baseline for comparison established in this text is 1965, since 

the KGB authors are talking about samizdat “five years ago.” Prob-
ably the KGB issued a previous memo on samizdat in 1965, the year 
when they arrested Andrei Siniavsky and Yuli Daniel for publishing 
fiction stories abroad under pen names. According to the KGB analy-
sis, samizdat production had changed considerably during those five 
years. In the midsixties, it was mostly fiction and poetry texts; in 1970 
samizdat was mostly politically and socially oriented texts.

 2. Andropov describes the consumers of samizdat production as intel-
lectuals and college students, implying that samizdat never reached 
the mass audience of workers and peasants.

 3. The content of this new samizdat includes critiques of the “histori-
cal experience” of the USSR, critiques of the “domestic and foreign 
policies” of the CPSU, and some programmatic references to opposi-
tional activities.

 4. In a very short manner, the KGB authors describe, vaguely and 
inaccurately, the origin of political and social ideas developed by dis-
senting opposition during the late 1960s. They find it in the Yugo-

ment, see The KGB File of Andrei Sakharov, ed. and annotated by Joshua Rubenstein and Alex-
ander Gribanov (2005: 107–10).
2. Detailed in Gribanov 2005.
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slav “platform,” in the Czech materials published during the Prague 
Spring, and in some ideas borrowed from certain Western Commu-
nist parties.

 5. On the basis of some of Roy Medvedev’s texts� circulating in samiz-
dat, the KGB document connects samizdat activities with some 
new centers of ideological influence in the Communist Party and in 
society, without naming or describing these new centers.

 6. On the basis of Andrei Sakharov’s essay of 1968, the KGB analysts 
connect the theory of “democratic socialism” with the increasing 
technocratic tendencies in modern societies (but not in the party).

 7. The next point in the KGB analysis links the issue of absolute power 
assumed by the Communist Party and the potential challenge of the 
political opposition.

 8. The KGB experts indicate that samizdat activities, unless stopped, 
threaten to consolidate the opposition. Here their reasoning implicitly 
repeats the logic of Lenin in 1903, who insisted that the activities 
of the underground publication Iskra (Spark) would consolidate the 
political base of the Bolshevik organizations.

 9. They see the core of the future and potential opposition in the amor-
phous but active “democratic movement.”

 10. The KGB document traces the geography of samizdat circulation 
and points out Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Gorki, Novosibirsk, and 
Kharkov as the main centers of samizdat activities.

 11. The position of the Western countries regarding samizdat called for 
special attention in the document. The KGB authors, in fact, quote 
several passages from the analysis prepared for the U.S. Congress in 
August 1968 by two experts from the Library of Congress, Sergius 
Yakobson and Robert Allen, under the title “Aspects of Intellectual 
Ferment and Dissent in the Soviet Union.” The American analysis 
was already used as a source in two reports signed by Semion Tsvi-
gun,� Andropov’s deputy, in 1968. Andropov’s memo points to cer-
tain hopes in Western public opinion regarding the development of 
the democratic movement in the USSR.

 12. As a separate point, Andropov’s memo indicates that, besides the offi-
cial reaction in the West toward samizdat, there are also intelligence 
services activities, searching for opportunities to strike a blow against 
the USSR and the Communist Party. In particular, the KGB docu-
ment mentions “documents” fabricated somewhere by intelligence 

3. See Medvedev 1976.
4. See Rubenstein and Gribanov 2005: 93–95.
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specialists and “infiltrated” into samizdat as genuine underground 
documents. It ends by reporting the measures already taken against 
samizdat and suggesting further preventive action.

Andropov’s analysis is far from complete, but it was considered enough 
in order to inform the Central Committee on the growing subculture of 
samizdat. Once this document was received in the Central Committee, 
the first note appeared on the separate leaf attached to this document: 
“C.c.[omrades] Pelshe, Demichev, Andropov, Kapitonov and Ponomarev 
with the help of assigned officials should in a month study the issues men-
tioned in the KGB memo and present their propositions to the Central 
Committee.” This cover letter was dated January 15, 1971.
 The second document of interest to us is the statement of the Secretariat 
of the Central Committee, dated April 21, 1971, and titled “On Measures to 
Counteract the Illegal Dissemination of Anti-Soviet and Other Politically 
Harmful Materials.” If Andropov’s memo had been intended to provoke 
some reaction from the Central Committee, here it was. The first para-
graph opens with the statement:

Recently, an illegal distribution of anti-Soviet and other politically harmful 
materials (so-called “samizdat”) has been detected in some cities. These materi-
als contain attacks against the experience of the building of socialism in the 
USSR, Soviet domestic and foreign policies, and the history of the Communist 
Party. They propagate ideas borrowed from the political platforms of various 
kinds of revisionists and right-wing opportunists as well as nationalistic views. 
The dissemination of such materials has been detected among the members of 
scientific and artistic professions and among students in Moscow, Leningrad, 
Kiev, Kharkov, Riga, Gorkiy, Novosibirsk, Sverdlovsk, Riazan’, and in some 
other cities.

 Perhaps for the first time, Soviet authorities give here some sort of a 
definition for the concept of samizdat. The definition itself is rather flex-
ible: it depends on a set of variables related to political factors. Since the 
policies of the Communist Party were subject to changes, any questioning 
or expression of disagreement would fit into this definition. This becomes 
especially important if we consider that not all samizdat production dealt 
with national problems. A large part of it was concerned with local issues: 
the situations of various ethnic minorities, local problems of the environ-
ment, and regional problems of a meager supply of necessities. In some 
cases, samizdat authors focused their concern (or anger) on difficulties spe-
cific to one plant or enterprise. In each of these cases, samizdat created 
potentially damaging political situations for different party and state offi-
cials at different levels of authority. Traditionally, local authorities always 
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preferred not to inform their superiors of the problems arising in their 
respective domains. Samizdat responses to local problems practically 
made it impossible to cover up or silence the issue. Through KGB chan-
nels, it would be reported to the Moscow leadership one way or another.
 The definition might also seem strange for including “anti-Soviet and 
other politically harmful materials.” Does it mean that some materials that 
are not anti-Soviet can be damaging to the Communist authorities? The 
answer to this question leads us directly into the history of postrevolu-
tionary Russia. The old gentlemen of the politburo still remembered the 
slogan of multiple uprisings during the civil war: Soviets without Commu-
nists! They knew by heart that opposition could be pro-Soviet and anti-
Communist at the same time. On the other hand, the human rights move-
ment of the 1960s insisted on their being loyal citizens of the state and on 
their legal right to criticize the policies of the Communist Party in power. 
So this part of the definition was completely justified from the Central 
Committee’s point of view.
 Also, it is worth noticing the appearance of “nationalistic views,” which 
were not included in Andropov’s memo. Further, the geography of samiz-
dat distribution is wider in the Central Committee document: the KGB 
memo mentioned Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Gorki, Novosibirsk, and 
Kharkov. The Central Committee added Riga, Sverdlovsk, Riazan’, 
Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia. So the picture is more complete and, in a 
way, more disturbing for the authorities than in Andropov’s document.
 The widening of geography and introduction of a new subversive com-
ponent, namely, “nationalistic views,” explains the second directive in the 
Central Committee document: “The City Committee of the Commu-
nist Party in Moscow, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Latvia, Estonia, as well as the city committees of Leningrad, Kiev, Khar-
kov, Gorkiy, Novosibirsk, Sverdlovsk, and Riazan’ . . . must undertake the 
following measures to prevent the dissemination of a politically harmful 
literature, to identify individuals involved in the printing, distribution, 
application, etc. of the ‘samizdat’ works, as well as to initiate necessary 
politically prophylactic actions with those individuals.”
 The first thing we should notice is that the document enjoins action on 
party bodies of different levels and unequal representation in the party 
leadership. For Moscow, the responsibility lies with the City Committee of 
the CPSU that is represented at the highest level—the politburo. For the 
Republics of Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania, it is the responsibility of the 
respective republican Central Committees of the party, represented only 
at the level of the Central Committee of the CPSU, although indirectly 
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all three of them were also represented in the Central Control Committee 
through the figure of Arvid Pel’she, who was the senior leader of those 
signing the Central Committee document. All the other party organs men-
tioned in the document were regional (oblast’) committees represented at 
the level of the Central Committee of the CPSU; but in terms of real influ-
ence and clout, the relatively small Riazan’ oblast’ does not at all compare 
with the huge and industrially vital Sverdlovsk (now Yekaterinburg), or 
Novosibirsk, for that matter.
 The issues of nationalism in the party document, most probably, were 
linked to the responsibilities of the Central Committees in Latvia, Estonia, 
and Lithuania. However, the obvious connection between Ukrainian 
nationalism, which generated a huge part of samizdat in this republic, and 
the Central Committee of the Ukrainian Communist Party was not even 
mentioned, and the responsibility for suppressing the uncontrolled flow 
of information was assigned to regional committees (obkom) in Kiev and 
Kharkov—probably not to offend the Ukrainian members of the polit-
buro: Piotr Shelest and Vladimir Scherbitskii.
 Once the geography of samizdat distribution was established, the Cen-
tral Committee document turned to recommendations. Eight segments of 
the document were addressed to all organs of propaganda (news media, 
movie industry, television) as well as to the International Department of 
the Central Committee of the CPSU, the State Department of Interna-
tional Tourism (Intourist), and any other party and state branches involved 
in political actions. The main point was this: all political actions must 
be prepared with propagandistic moves in advance, and all propaganda 
bodies must work hard to neutralize the potentially damaging effects of 
samizdat.
 Two points, however, diverge from this call to propagandistic arms. One 
was addressed to the party cells at every level. Part of the first directive 
says: “Based on these explicatory activities, a sense of accountability to 
the Party among Party members and Party membership candidates must 
be increased. Communists who lost vigilance and demonstrated toler-
ance toward the organizers and propagators of anti-Soviet and politically 
harmful materials must be severely punished.” This point was directly con-
nected to lessons learned during the trials of the mid- and late 1960s and 
the letters campaign demanding justice and legality.� In many cases, letters 
were signed by members of the party and persons in midlevel management 
positions, especially in scientific institutions and liberal professions. For 
party leaders, it was a danger signal meaning that ideological and cultural 

5. See Nathans 2007.
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preferences within the file and rank had started to change.� Probably a hint 
at such a signal was already given in the KBG memo. This might explain 
why Andropov’s people underplayed the nationalist or religious ideas and 
focused on various forms of deviationism from what the Central Commit-
tee believed to be the core of Leninism.
 As sources of samizdat, the Central Committee document mentioned 
Yugoslavia, the Prague Spring, and the ideas of some European Communist 
parties. The focus on the intellectual connection to Czech reforms could 
also explain why Andropov’s memo made so much of Medvedev’s pieces, 
mentioned Sakharov (who at that time was close to the ideas of the Prague 
Spring), and did not even mention Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn although his 
texts played an important part in samizdat. Following both documents, we 
might infer that, for the authors in the KGB and in the Central Commit-
tee, the main danger concentrated not in any clear anti-Communist ideas 
but in ideas close to socialism of Western European vintage, especially 
close to the Czech variety of “socialism with a human face.” The Czech 
experience showed Soviet leaders that the rank and file of the party was 
not immune to these ideas, and once this happens, there arises a real threat 
to their authority. Such hazardous currents must be stopped, according to 
the politburo book, and stopped immediately.
 The KGB authors were not explicit at that point. Their mandate was not 
clear regarding members of the Communist Party. Reforms implemented 
after Lavrenty Beria’s arrest and execution limited the secret police in their 
dealings with suspected members of the Communist Party. Andropov, most 
probably, had been among those who designed the changed charter for the 
KGB in the midfifties. His memo of 1970, without referring directly to 
those issues and without asking for more freedom of action against heretics 
among party members, suggested that party controlling and disciplinary 
bodies should be reminded of their responsibility in that difficult area. This 
subtle signal from the KGB to its political masters was received and under-
stood. Hence the central directive in the Central Committee document: 
“The City Committee of the Communist Party in Moscow, the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of Latvia, Estonia, as well as the city 
committees of Leningrad, Kiev, Kharkov, Gorkiy, Novosibirsk, Sverd-
lovsk, and Riazan’ . . . must undertake the following measures to prevent 
the dissemination of a politically harmful literature, to identify individuals 
involved in the printing, distribution, application, etc. of the ‘samizdat’ 

6. Roy Medvedev was purged from the party in 1969 after ten years of membership in the 
CPSU. In 1989 he appealed that decision and was reinstated as a member of the Communist 
Party.
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works, as well as to initiate necessary politically prophylactic actions with 
those individuals.”
 It is rather interesting and even intriguing to point out what remained 
unsaid in both documents. Neither Andropov’s memo nor the Central 
Committee document mentioned the rise of audio samizdat, which became 
a serious factor in the late 1960s. The growing number of tape recorders in 
the country brought a new technology into the old business of samizdat: 
jazz, folk songs, ballads by Bulat Okudzhava, Aleksandr Galich, Vladimir 
Vysotskii, Iulii Kim, and many others created a steadily increasing vol-
ume of uncontrolled culture difficult to monitor and impossible to stop.� 
Another factor hinted at in the KGB memo but not named was the almost 
regular interaction of samizdat, the broadcasting of Western radios, and 
tamizdat. The half-joking name tamizdat (literally “printed there”) covered 
all publications and reprintings made outside the USSR. Such texts as The 
Gulag Archipelago and Vassilii Grossman’s novels, after being published in 
Russian abroad, were smuggled and reproduced in different ways inside 
the Soviet Union. Tens and maybe hundreds of other texts traveled the 
same route. The interaction between samizdat and tamizdat created a new 
and rather serious factor in cultural and political life. This factor operated 
not only on Soviet territory but even more so in other countries of Eastern 
Europe. Such interaction was especially prominent in Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia, and Hungary.
 Something else is missing in both documents: neither the KGB nor the 
Central Committee established as a goal of the complete liquidation of 
samizdat activity. Both documents imply by default that samizdat will be 
there for years to come and the problem is not to destroy it but to man-
age it.
 Another interesting point appears in directive number nine, which 
reads, “The Department of Culture of the Central Party Committee, the 
Publishing Committee of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, as well 
as the Writers’ Union of the USSR, must examine the problem and com-
municate to the Central Party Committee their propositions regarding the 
expediency of the publication of works by certain writers, who attract some 
interest on the part of the artistic intelligentsia and the students, and whose 
works were not reproduced in the Soviet Union after the 1920s.” What they 
are saying here could be translated in the following way:

Our censorship has blocked out from the public domain a whole layer of Russian 
culture of the twentieth century. Yet we could not destroy the interest in these 
texts. Since the mid-1950s and especially in the 1960s, public interest has been 

7. See J. Martin Daughtry’s essay on magnitizdat in this issue.
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growing, and we have felt this pressure from below but resisted it. In response, 
the public started to reproduce some of these texts in samizdat. As a result, 
society itself created an uncontrollable social mechanism called samizdat. Now 
we not only have uncontrolled reproduction and distribution of literary texts of 
the 1920s and 1930s but samizdat itself has evolved into a breeding ground for 
political literature, and the pressure from below has grown considerably.

The authorities could try to relieve the pressure by changing the standard 
slightly and bringing into the public domain some samples of literature pre-
viously excluded, like Osip Mandel’shtam in poetry and Andrei Platonov 
in prose. On the one hand, it was too little and too late. On the other hand, 
it did not guarantee an open door. A mutilated edition of Mandel’shtam 
appeared in 1974, but the books of Nikolai Gumilev and Anna Akhama-
tova’s Requiem remained taboo. The major texts by Platonov himself were 
not published until perestroika, nor were some texts by Mikhail Bulgakov 
or poetry and literary criticism by Vladislav Khodasevich and many other 
Russian authors of the twentieth century, including Vladimir Nabokov and 
Joseph Brodsky. The list of missing authors is very impressive.
 However, the KGB and the Central Committee documents imply that 
samizdat is close to achieving some sort of critical mass and then it might 
cause real damage to the monopolistic power of the CPSU. Andropov’s 
memo, reflecting in a very subtle way his long-term strategy, indicates that 
the samizdat phenomena are so wide that the repressive apparatus can-
not cope with it in the framework of its current charter. Andropov doesn’t 
suggest changing the KGB charter and increasing its terrorizing potential. 
Instead, he modestly suggests a widening of the responsibility of the party 
machine in dealing with samizdat and persons involved in the production 
and distribution of uncontrolled information and ideas. This signal was 
appreciated at the receiving end, and the Central Committee document 
formulates the responsibilities of the party apparatus stronger and wider 
than was suggested in the KGB memo.
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Appendix A

Andropov to Central Committee, December 21, 1970

An analysis of the so-called “samizdat” literature that has been dissemi-
nated among the intelligentsia and students reveals that “samizdat” has 
undergone a qualitative change in recent years.� If five years ago it was 
ideologically defective artistic works that mainly passed from hand to 
hand, documents of a programmatic political character are now acquir-
ing even greater dissemination. Since 1965 more than 400 various studies 
and articles have appeared on economic, political, and philosophical ques-
tions; from various perspectives, they criticize the historical experience of 
socialist construction in the Soviet Union, assess the domestic and foreign 
policy of the CPSU, and advance various kinds of programs for opposi-
tionist activity.
 Many documents promote ideas and views that have been borrowed 
from the political platforms of Yugoslav leaders, the Czechoslovak sup-
porters of Dubcek, and several Communist parties in the West.
 An article titled “On Certain Social-Political Currents in Our Country” 
(written by R. Medvedev, well known for his antisocial activities) draws 
conclusions about the appearance in Soviet society of two parties with new 
intellectual currents and centers of ideological influence. It asserts that, 
within the CPSU, there are forces opposed to the current “conservatism” 
and in favor of a “decisive unmasking of all the crimes of the period of 
the cult of personality,� the purge of the state apparatus of bureaucrats, 
renegades, dogmatists, and careerists, and in favor of freedom of speech, 
assembly, and discussions, for a replacement of censorship with more flex-
ible forms of Party control of the press, an expansion of workers’ self-rule, 
a change in election system,” etc.�
 Among the scientific, technical, and part of the artistic intelligentsia 
documents are being disseminated that preach various theories of “demo-
cratic socialism.” According to the scenario of one such theory (that of 
Academician Sakharov), the evolutionary path of the internal political 
development of the USSR must inevitably lead to the creation of a country 
with a “truly democratic system.” Mathematicians and economists should 
therefore, in advance, work out a model so that it will be a synthesis of 
what is positive in the existing social and political systems.

1. Reprinted from The KGB File of Andrei Sakharov, edited and annotated by Joshua Ruben-
stein and Alexander Gribanov (2005: 107–10).
2. The “cult of personality” was the standard Soviet euphemism for the Stalin era.
3. See Medvedev 1976.
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 A number of projects for the “democratization” of the USSR provide 
for “limitation or elimination of the monopolistic power of the CPSU and 
creation of an opposition in the country that is loyal to socialism.” The 
authors and disseminators believe that the current level of development of 
socialist democracy confers the right of oppositionist views to exist; they 
demand that legal opportunities be given to express disagreement with 
official policies. They denounce as unconstitutional the criminal statutes 
that punish anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda or the dissemination 
of deliberately false inventions that denigrate the Soviet state and social 
system.
 On the basis of “samizdat” literature that is being prepared and dissemi-
nated, there is a certain consolidation among like-minded people, which 
is vividly reflected in attempts to create something akin to an opposition. 
Approximately in late 1968 and early 1969, people with an opposition-
ist attitude formed a political center called the “Democratic Movement.” 
In their opinion, it has the three characteristics of opposition: “it has a 
leadership, activists, and relies on a significant number of sympathizers; 
without taking the precise form of an organization, it sets definite goals 
and chooses a definite strategy; and it is striving for legality.”
 The main goals of the “movement,” as formulated in issue 13 of A 
Chronicle of Current Events (issued by the Moscow group of the “Demo-
cratic Movement” headed by Yakir�), include the “democratization of the 
country through the inculcation of democratic and scientific convictions 
in people, resistance to Stalinism, self-defense against repression, and a 
struggle against extremists from any camp.”�
 The centers for the dissemination of uncensored materials, as before, 
are Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Gorkiy, Novosibirsk, and Kharkov. In 
these and other cities, more than 300 people have been exposed; they call 

4. This is misleading and incorrect: the human rights movement was not headed by Yakir 
or anyone else.
5. The quotation is accurate. It was taken from Khronika Tekushchikh Sobitii 13 (1979): 397. The 
same issue contained a review of “Pismo k rukovoditelyam Sovietskogo Soyuza” (“Letter to 
the Leaders of the USSR”) by Sakharov, Valentin Turchin, and Medvedev dated March 19, 
1970. This particular quotation, however, comes from another text that was also reviewed 
in the Khronika. It was attributed to an anonymous writer and titled “K voprosu, o tom 
chto delat” (“Once Again: What Is to Be Done?”). The reasoning in this essay reflected a 
Communist Party mentality and differed considerably from the traditional reasoning of the 
democratic movement in the USSR. The difference is clear in the next paragraph (pru-
dently excluded from Andropov’s report), which urged “loyalty to the Party and state leader-
ship since its autocratic character corresponds to the reactionary mentality of the majority 
in the country, and the democratic movement should respect any popular will, even anti-
democratic.” Andropov may have been citing an article produced by his own specialists and 
promoted through samizdat.
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themselves “anti-Stalinists,” “fighters for democratic rights,” and “partici-
pants in the democratic movement.” They engage in the publication of 
both individual documents and compilations (such as A Chronicle of Current 
Events, the Ukrainian Herald,� Problems of Society,� etc.). In 1970, a group of 
Zionist-minded elements in Moscow, Leningrad, and Riga began to pub-
lish a journal called Exodus.�
 Western propaganda, along with foreign centers and organizations hos-
tile to the Soviet Union, regard “samizdat” as an important factor in the 
political situation in the USSR. Illegally issued journals and collections 
are called the printed organs of the “democratic underground,” “the free 
democratic press,” etc. On the basis of a comparison of the issues of the 
Chronicle of Current Events, one sees a “growing number of participants in the 
movement” and the presence of “constant and collective collaboration.” 
The “Sovietologists” conclude that in the USSR there exists, and is devel-
oping, “a movement for human rights,” which is acquiring “an ever more 
definite outline and political program.”
 The imperialist intelligence services (and associated anti-Soviet émigré 
organizations) not only count on the presence of oppositionist movements, 
but also endeavor to support them by resorting to the preparation and 
dissemination of false documents. Such documents include, for example, 
“The Program of the Democratic Movement of the Soviet Union,” “Tac-
tical Foundations,”� and “Time Will Not Wait.”�0 Programmatic goals and 
recommendations for the organization of an underground struggle against 
the CPSU are also formulated.
 The Committee for State Security is taking the requisite measures to 
terminate the efforts of individuals to use “samizdat” to disseminate slan-
der against the Soviet state and social system. On the basis of existing legis-
lation, they are under criminal prosecution; the people who came under 
their influence have been subjected to preventive measures.

6. Ukrainskii visnyk (Ukrainian Herald ) was an underground magazine modeled on Kronika 
Tekushchikh Sobitii; it first came out in 1970.
7. Obshchestvennie problemy: Sbornik materialov (Problems of Society: A Collection of Materials) was 
edited by Valerii Chalidze; it appeared irregularly between 1969 and 1972.
8. Iskhod: Sbornik dokumentov, posviashchennykh evreiskomu voprosu v SSSR (Exodus: A Collection of 
Documents Dedicated to the Jewish Question in the USSR). It began to circulate in samizdat in 
1970; see Kronika Tekushchikh Sobitii 14 (1979): 451–52.
9. Both documents were published by the underground organization known as the Demo-
cratic Movement in the Soviet Union and later attributed to Sergei Soldatov (sentenced in 
1975 to six years in a labor camp); see his memoir, Zarnitsy vozrozhdeniia (First Signs of Renewal, 
1984).
10. See Kronika Tekushchikh Sobitii 12 (1979): 372. This article was published under the pen 
names S. Zorin and N. Alekseev.
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 At the same time, considering the ideological transformation of “samiz-
dat” into a forum for expressing oppositionist sentiments and views and 
the attempt to use “samizdat” literature for purposes hostile to the Soviet 
Union, we recommend the following steps. It would be useful to instruct 
the ideological apparatus to prepare, on the basis of a study of the prob-
lem, the necessary ideological and political measures to neutralize and 
expose the antisocial elements in “samizdat.” We also should take into 
account the factors that contribute to the appearance and dissemination of 
“samizdat materials.”

Appendix B

Proletariat of All Countries, Unite!

Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Central Committee
Top Secret

From: 04.21.1971

An excerpt from protocol No. 2: Secretariat of the Central Committee

On measures to counteract the illegal dissemination of anti-Soviet and other  
politically harmful materials

Comrades Pelshe, Demichev, Andropov, Kapitonov, Ponomarev are  
to complete the proposed ideas in relation to this question, with  

consideration of the remarks suggested at the council of the  
Central Committee Secretariat

Secretary of the Central Committee

Sent to: Comrades Pel’sha, Demichev, Andropov, Kapitonov, Ponomarev
Fifth Sector—2 Copies
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Proletariat of All Countries, Unite!

Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Central Committee
Top Secret

From: 04.28.1971

An excerpt from protocol No. 8, Paragraph 37:  
Secretariat of the Central Committee

On measures to counteract the illegal dissemination of anti-Soviet and  
other politically detrimental materials

The measures to counteract the illegal dissemination of anti-Soviet and 
other politically detrimental materials are ratified (see attached)

Secretariat of the Central Committee

Sent to: Comrades Pel’she, Demichev, Andropov, Kapitonov, Ponoma-
rev, Terebilov, Rudenko, Gorkin, Schelokov, Ivanov, Savinkin, 
Yakovlev, Rusakov, Shauro, Tiazhel’nikov, Lapin, Zamiatin, 
Gromyko, Romanov A., Stukalin, Nikitin, Markov, Zimianin, 
Tolkunov, Pankin, Subbotin, Alekseev, Yegorov, Khaldeev, 
Kurianov, Vishniakov, Udal’tsov, Romanov P.; regional and 
local party committees, Central Committees of the Communist 
Parties of the Soviet republics.
Fifth Sector—2 copies.

Top secret
Appendix No. 8

Actions
On measures to counteract the illegal dissemination of anti-Soviet  

and other politically detrimental materials
  Recently, an illegal distribution of anti-Soviet and other politically 

harmful materials (so-called “samizdat”) has been detected in some 
cities. These materials contain attacks against the experience of the 
building of socialism in the USSR, Soviet domestic and foreign poli-
cies, and the history of the Communist Party. They propagate ideas 
borrowed from the political platforms of various kinds of revisionists 
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and right-wing opportunists as well as nationalistic views. The dis-
semination of such materials has been detected among the members 
of scientific and artistic professions and among students in Moscow, 
Leningrad, Kiev, Kharkov, Riga, Gorkiy, Novosibirsk, Sverdlovsk, 
Riazan’, and in some other cities.

  The imperialist centers of anti-communism, the intelligence services 
of capitalist countries and the anti-Soviet émigré organizations con-
nected with them, while not supported by the Soviet people, seek 
to utilize for their de-stabilizing ends certain renegades, antagonisti-
cally disposed and unstable individuals. Our foreign enemies attempt 
to rely on them in the development of their anti-Soviet propaganda, 
thereby instigating, in a number of places, a dissemination of politi-
cally harmful materials and various falsified documents.

  The following measures are to be taken in order to counteract the 
dissemination of politically detrimental materials and their hostile 
propaganda actions:

 1. Central Committees of the communist parties of the Soviet repub-
lics, regional and local party committees, Central Committee of the 
Communist Youth Organization (Komsomol ), acting upon the resolu-
tions decreed by the twenty-fourth Congress of the CPSU regarding 
the enforcement of politico-educational activities among the various 
categories of the labor force, especially among the scientific and artis-
tic intelligentsia, as well as among the students, must draw the atten-
tion of communists and young communists to the necessary increase 
in the political vigilance, and improvement in work on the individual 
level with members of local collectives who embrace incorrect posi-
tions. This means taking measures primarily of an educational char-
acter, by integrating those individuals into the life of productive, edu-
cational, and artistic groups, as well as exerting upon them social 
pressures;

 — Based on these explicatory activities, a sense of accountability 
to the Party among Party members and Party membership can-
didates must be increased. Communists who have lost vigilance 
and demonstrated tolerance toward the organizers and propa-
gators of anti-Soviet and politically harmful materials must be 
severely punished;

 — The accountability of the CPSU organizations and that of 
cadre-managers, who select and educate the members of the 
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labor force responsible for the maintenance of mass-printing 
machines, must be strengthened. The individuals guilty of 
breaking the rules of handling this technology must be held 
responsible before the Party and the administration.

 2. The City Committee of the Communist Party in Moscow, the Cen-
tral Committee of the Communist Party of Latvia, Estonia, as well 
as the city committees of Leningrad, Kiev, Kharkov, Gorkiy, Novosi-
birsk, Sverdlovsk, and Riazan’, in cooperation with the propaganda 
departments of CPSU, must undertake the following measures to pre-
vent the dissemination of a politically harmful literature, to identify 
individuals involved in the printing, distribution, application, etc. of 
the “samizdat” works, as well as to initiate necessary politically pro-
phylactic actions with those individuals.

 3. The editorial staff of leading newspapers and magazines and the 
State Committee of the Council of Ministers of the USSR for Tele-
vision and Radio Broadcasting must deliver more frequently theo-
retical editorials that would criticize the revisionist notions relating 
to the idea of democracy and the role of the Party in a socialist state. 
They must underscore the class-oriented socialist character of Soviet 
democracy by referring to materials that will reveal on concrete 
examples the content and systems of the constitutional rights’ pro-
vision for Soviet citizens, as well as the activities of the state admin-
istration that implement those rights. The aforementioned agencies 
must publish speeches of famous scientists, representatives of techni-
cal intelligentsia and students on the subject of their participation in 
and realization of concrete Party- and state-related concerns. They 
must also publish speeches by renowned representatives of the artis-
tic intelligentsia addressing the question of creative freedoms and the 
civic duty of the artist, as well as other materials that would correctly 
represent the essence of the Party’s regulative role in scientific and 
cultural domains.

 4. The Foreign Affairs Department of the Central Committee of the 
CPSU and the Central Committee of the CPSU must establish con-
tact with the administration of fraternal parties, so as to encourage 
speeches against the uncensored bourgeois propaganda campaigns 
around the so-called “samizdat” aiming to disclose their anti-
communist tendencies.

  Based on a recommendation of the KGB of the Council of Minis-
ters of the USSR, the State Committee of the Council of Ministers 
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for Television and Radio Broadcasting and the representatives of the 
news agency Novosti (News) coordinating with the Central Commit-
tee departments must swiftly respond to the requests of the fraternal 
parties and progressive organizations in capitalist countries preparing 
counter-propaganda materials that would expose the anti-communist 
essence and subversive character of the “samizdat” publications.

  The departments of the Central Committee of the CPSU and those 
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the USSR must intensify their 
collaboration with journalists, located in the Soviet Union, who work 
for newspapers produced by fraternal parties and other foreign pro-
gressive organizations.

 5. The information agency Novosti, in consideration of the main cur-
rents of enemy propaganda, must publish and disseminate materi-
als (articles, brochures, etc.) abroad that would address the issues 
of socialist democracy and legality, material and legal provisions of 
individual freedoms in the context of socialism, as well as explain the 
factual activities of the Soviet legal system that defend those rights.

 — A release of TV films dedicated to this topic must be scheduled 
for foreign educational facilities and in learning centers of the 
Russian language, as well as in Russian cultural centers.

 6. All central Soviet administrations and agencies, when addressing 
their proposals to the Central Committee of the CPSU on the issues 
of political actions, must simultaneously draft suggestions on how 
these propaganda measures can be carried out inside the country as 
well as abroad.

 7. The Cinematography Committee of the Council of Ministers of the 
USSR, in collaboration with the KGB of the Council of Ministers, 
must prepare for the years 1971–1972 a production plan of docu-
mentary films that will expose the ideological diversions against the 
USSR and other socialist countries carried out by the special units 
and propaganda centers of the imperialist countries.

 8. The Central Agency for Foreign Tourism of the Council of Ministers 
of the USSR, in collaboration with Party organizations, must enforce 
a control over, and undertake actual measures to prevent, communi-
cation of foreign tourists with antagonistically predisposed and politi-
cally unstable individuals.

 9. The Department of Culture of the Central Party Committee, the 
Publishing Committee of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, as 
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well as the Writers’ Union of the USSR, must examine the problem 
and communicate to the Central Party Committee their proposi-
tions regarding the expediency of the publication of works by certain 
writers, who attract some interest on the part of the artistic intelligen-
tsia and the students, and whose works were not reproduced in the 
Soviet Union after the 1920s.

 10. The Propaganda Department of the Central Party Committee in col-
laboration with the KGB of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, 
must gather the materials as a supplementary aid to the lecturers who 
will deliver their speeches in front of the Party and Communist Youth 
Organization (Komsomol ) on the inevitability of raising the awareness 
of the Soviet people concerning the ideological diversions created by 
the bourgeois propaganda that is attempting to utilize to hostile ends 
anti-Soviet and other politically detrimental materials.

Translated by Masha Kowell (University of Pennsylvania)


